
XTRA-ALKO
 

HYDROALCOHOLIC READY TO USE
SANITIZING* DETERGENT

EN Tests*: 1276, 1650, 13624,13697, 13727,

14476, 16777

For agricultural and food industries. Suitable for

HACCP use

No rinse needed. It quickly evaporates

Hydroalcoholic ready to use sanitizing* detergent suitable for all washable surfaces (walls, countertops,
sanitary fixtures) and also ideal for the agricultural and food industries (HACCP). Also suitable
for fabrics/masks' sanitation**. Formula with anti-odor molecule. Guarantee of cleanliness and hygiene.

In compliance with the following EN Tests standards*: 1276, 1650, 13624,13697, 13727, 14476, 16777.

ACTIVE SUBSTANCE: Ethyl alcohol

In formula

Conc. 76%

ppm 760000
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HOW TO USE

Use on surfaces: spray the product on the surface and wipe until completely dry. No rinse needed.

Use on PCs, Telephones, Monitors, POS: spray a small quantity of product on a cloth and wipe on the
surface until completely dry.

Use on fabrics**: spray the product from a distance of at least 50 cm. Before using, check the
compatibility with the fabrics on a hidden area. Be particularly careful on wool, silk, linen, lycra,
polyamide, acrylic and printed fabrics.

Use on masks**: spray the product from a distance of at least 50 cm and aerate the mask for at least 30
minutes before reuse.

For further information, please contact the Sutter Professional technician.

DILUTION

Ready to use.

TECHNICAL DATA

ASPECT: Clear liquid
COLOR: Colorless
PERFUME: Technical
COV: 82,00%

PH Active substance [%] Density (g/ml) Pressure (bar) Viscosity (cP) Total dry residue [%]

6,5 ± 0,5 77 ± 1 0.85

WARNINGS

Highly flammable liquid and vapour. Causes serious eye irritation. Keep away from heat, hot surfaces, sparks,
open flames and other ignition sources. No smoking. Keep container tightly closed. Wear eye protection. If
eye irritation persists: Get medical advice/attention. In case of fire, use a dry powder fire extinguisher to
extinguish. Store in a well-ventilated place. Keep cool.

DANGER WARNING
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NOTES

Do not use on cold-painted and solvent-sensitive surfaces. Before use check the compatibility on a hidden
area and please always refer to the Technical Data Sheet and the Safety Data Sheet of the product. Use the
PPE specified in the Safety Data Sheet. Sutter Professional cannot be considered liable for any damage due
to improper product use. 
Only for professional use. Safety data sheet available on request.

*Regulatory requirements surrounding the biocidal registration may vary according to each Country.

PACKAGING

Code Size Quantity Pallet

5684 ml 500 12 12x4=48
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